
By going  throughand revising all my essays, units and homeworks in this semester I can

say that I have grown a bit as a reader,  writer and a listener. By comparing to the start and

almost the end of it we can chnages in my worst, as for the start i came with little knowledge of

college level units or assignments. For example we can talk about Unit 1 one of my worst and

compare to my unit 2 one of my best one we can say that i have gotten a bit better we i can still

get more improvement and actually make my work more college level and get more feedback

because that's a good way to know if im doing better. My most favorite assignment for me was

unit 3 because I decided to do a comic about what quarantine has taught me. It was really

interesting because at the start it was kind of hard to make the plan for the comic and how i was

going to use pictures, drawing etc. The least favorite assignment that I had to do in this

semester was unit one because it was the most difficult one to accomplish. This units was one

of the most complicated for because we were talking about discourse community a word that

made me part of that community, this was really hard because i never made a pause and think

in which community i was in but this assignment made me thing of one and my discourse

community was between my friend, the word was “bro” which for me it’s important and my close

friends. For example “This word “bro” has changed for me over time because I only call bro to

those that are my friends or those that are close to me.” This is the worst of my paper I have

done this semester and by this paper I have learned a lot. It has taught me that I need help.

From this assignment the professor gave her feedback giving the hints on what needs to be

fixed. Revising my past assignment at the end of this semester I was able to see the mistakes

that I have made thanks to the things I have learned and probably fix them and make the work

way better. For example in my unit 2 I try to apply my knowledge that I have gathered from my

last mistakes I have made. By doing this i saw a better result in my paper than with my unit 1

comparing my grades i have shown improvement and that's why i relize i made some kind of

improving. For me the most challenging part in this semester was to apply the new techniques

because i have learned a lot but i'm a very lazy writer like to keep it simple and try to do the



most regular work never try to do outstanding work and by saying that is bad but i realize that

and try my best. After all it was my job as a student and it is the best for me to apply this

because at the end of the day I'll be the one that is going to benefit from these lessons because

it's going to help me to my next years in college. I'm not really happy with my work this semester

because i know i could do much better work that i have been giving but it has also taught me

where my mistakes are and how to improve my work. For example one of my biggest errors is

when writing I have too many ideas and i don’t know how to organize them and don’t even make

sense. As I got feedback my professor Unit one was the worst paper for me. Unit 2 by using the

category of research I could improve on organizing my ideas and for my unit 3 I try to apply this

feedback from my other units and bring one all together using all the knowledge to show my

improvement but this this time i had to do it in a comic way which in my opinion it was a bit hard

to do because i had to include image and learn how my story will go by page and image. This

semester wasn’t easy because it was only but i tried my best at doing and this class it’s not my

favorite subject in school but this is very important in reading and writing in every other topic in

school. By saying all of this i believe that i can still improve but working more in my assignments

and by getting more feedback because i know i have been doing a little amount of work and not

trying to go beyond my limits as a student and as a person.


